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The Berlin conference was described by Harm J. de Bli Geography: realms, regions and concepts: the Berlin Conference was not to switch Africa in more than one way. Colonial powers installed their domain on the African continent. By the time independence returned to Africa in 1950, the kingdom had acquired a legacy of political
fragmentation that could neither prevent nor take to function satisfactorily. In 1884, at Portugal's request, German Chancellor Otto von Bismark together called on the world's western powers to discuss issues and end the uncertainty over control of Africa. Bismark welcomed the opportunity to expand Germany's sphere of influence over
Africa and hoped to force German rivals to fight for territory. During the conference, 80 percent of Africa remained under traditional and local control. What eventually resulted was a hodgepodge of geometric boundaries that divided Africa into 50 irregular countries. This new map of the continent was on top of more than 1,000 local
cultures and regions in Africa. The new countries lacked rhyme or intelligence and divided groups of people and brought together different groups that really did not come along. DomasCo/Adrian Mangel fourteen countries represented a plethora of ambassadors when the conference opened in Berlin on November 15, 1884. The countries
represented at the time were Austria and Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, The United Kingdom, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden and Norway (single from 1814 to 1905), Turkey and the United States of America. Of these 14 countries, France, Germany, Britain and Portugal were key participants in
the conference, controlling most of colonial Africa at that time. The conference's initial task was to agree that the Congo river and niger river mouths and pools would be considered neutral and open to trade. Despite neutrality, part of the Congo basin became the personal kingdom of King Leopold II of Belgium. Under his rule, more than
half of the region's population died. During the conference, European powers colonised only African coastal areas. At the Berlin Conference, European colonial powers scrambled to gain control of the interior of the continent. The conference lasted until February 26, 1885, a three-month period when colonial power haggled across the
geometric boundaries of the interior of the continent, ignoring the cultural and linguistic boundaries already established by indigenous Africans. After the conference, give and take continued. By 1914, the conference participants had completely divided Africa into 50 countries. The main colonial farms were: Britain wanted a Cape-to-Cairo
collection of colonies and almost succeeded in controlling Egypt, Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan), Uganda, Kenya (British East Africa), South Africa, and Zambia, (Rodany) and Botswana. British also controls Nigeria and Ghana (Gold Coast). France occupied a large part of West Africa, from Mauritania to Chad (France's West Africa), as
well as Gabon and the Republic of congo (French Equatorial Africa). Belgium and King Leopold II controlled the Democratic Republic of Congo (Congo, Belgium). Portugal took Mozambique to the east and Angola to the west. The Italian farms were Somalia (Italian Somaliland) and part ethiopian. Spain claimed the smallest territory, which
was Equatorial Guinea (Rio Muni). De Bli, Harm J. Geography: Realms, Regions, and Concepts. Peter O. Muller, Jan Nijman, 16th Edition, Wiley, November 25, 2013. @streethaus Welcome to our new series in May, Drop Pin. According to this month's theme by Byrd's Eye View, we'll be going on a tour of the year's top travel destinations
— the places everyone in your Instagram feed seems to be visiting right now, and asking beauty-obsessed local users about their expert recommendations. From the best places to shop for indie beauty brands, to studios to sweat your way through the latest workout crazes through brunch spots to be seen, consider your holiday itinerary
sorted. First, we talked to Bianca Bartolo from Street Haus-Australian beauty blogger who now lives in Berlin. With an incredible set of eyebrows, ultra-glowy skin and a dreamy chin grazing curly bob, Bartolo's feed is one of our most archived. And given her knowledge of beauty products is so impressive, we think we'd tap her for the best
beauty spots Berlin has to offer. @eshk_berlin I only ever go to one salon in Berlin and it's ESHK Hair. I see the head stylist Amy, who is from the UK. She is very easy to talk and cuts a killer to do. The salon is located in the very center of the kiez (a.k.a. neighbor), where I live called Neukölln. It is a super-hip suburb, and with typical
shabby chic Berlin décor, the salon fit right. One side is a record shop that almost makes my pre-appointment coffee waiting time as enjoyable as the hairstyle itself. @treatbeautyloft'd do my own nails, but if I had to visit the salon, I would book an appointment at Treat Beauty Loft. Its signature nail polish collection is vegan, which without
a heap of these nasty scoring chemicals like formaldehyde that you find most polished, and its cult following is what kicked off the cabin group, so it's now in three places around Berlin. @lovelydaybotanicals Lovely Day Botanicals shop in my neighborhood is a natural beauty retreat and a very aesthetically pleasing shop I low key wouldn't
mind moving. All products are completely vegan, made in Berlin and desperate for the most beautiful packaging. Oliveda's flagship store located in the shopping center of Weinmeisterstrasse has a super-chic, minimal interior and is another natural beauty fave of mine. My dry skin loves the idea of using products made olive leaf cells, and
right now, I put my eye on the F63 Cell Active Face Oil for my next purchase. @grandhyattberlin Germans really like a good sauna or spa session for a good good and truly alive B-town. If you want to relax and also enjoy a killer view of Berlin, then Club Olympus at the Hyatt Tiergarten will be your back. If you're feeling very hip and want
to enjoy the extra level of Berlin-style zen, dipped lights and warm salt water liquidrom is a good bet. @urbansportsclub're not yet a member of Soho House, a new fitness membership du jour is with Urban Sports Club. For a monthly fee, you can visit hundreds of different studios in Berlin and attend yoga, dance, CrossFit or even martial
arts classes of your choice just by checking out on the app. A spa and saunas are also included. This is a nice addition to your usual gym membership and gives you the flexibility to change your exercise game. Yay to try new things. @treatbeautyloft you're feeling bad and bougie, Treat Beauty Loft doesn't have great nails and faces. You
can book a service at hotel Zoo, KaDaWe luxury department store or its Prenzlauer Berg location. I recently discovered derma-rolling, so my facial choices would be to luxe anti-aging skin lift and glow treatment featuring both derma and jade rollers. It is also a great place to shop for Berlin beauty brands such as Merme or Lovely Day
Botanicals. @roamers_berlin this is a no-brainer. For brunch purposes in Berlin, Roamers have his hands down my go-to. The bubble effect in the Berlin suburbs means when you find a neighbor, you rarely venture out. But I swear people are traveling across kiez on what are arguably some of the best smashed avocados and hummus in
the city. The tiny, rustic café is nestled between Sonnenallee and Karl-Marx Strasse, and the aesthetic front serves some strong Western meets-California reality. At the weekend, it's always packed, but I almost always think it's worth the wait. Looking for more beauty inspiration from the world? This Mauritian has the best tips to keep your
makeup intact even in the sun. Outside Berlin, berlin's surroundings offer many day trips in the berlin area. S-Bahn trains make disembarkation from the city a day breeze. Potsdam Day Trip Potsdam is a popular one-day trip from Berlin. The city was first mentioned in 1993, won the city charter in 1345 and was chosen in 1660 as the
hunting residence of Frederick William I. It was the centre of the Prussian State until 1918. While Sanssouci is the main attraction, there are several palais and other attractions to visit. Potsdam can be easily reached by train or metro (U-Bahn). Some visitors consider the interior tour of Sanssouci as a waste of time and money, suggesting
that you admire outside the gardens and spend your money on some Bratwurst and Gluhwein! The Adult Education Centre in Potsdam is named after Albert Einstein, who had many connections to this Potsdam has been Einstein's tower since 1921 and has been an Einstein Institute since 1924. Einstein himself had a summer house in
Caputh, near Potsdam, starting in 1929. An 80-minute train ride from Berlin, Eisenhüttenstadt is the first planned socialist city in Germany. Guided tours are available at the local tour desk. Although the apartment block in 195os, which is not traditional German architecture, is being renovated and renovated as Germany's largest nature
conservation area. To learn more about living in the city from 1950 to 1989 visit the Documentation Center, which is a permanent exhibit of everyday life in the GDR. Werder/Havel Spend a day away from cars, homes and traffic jams in this charming small town outside Potsdam. Although it is located on the island, you can easily get there
by S-Bahn from Berlin. Relax and enjoy apple trees, old houses, cobblestone streets, fish restaurants and magnificent scenery. The remaining buildings of sachsen-hausen Sachsen-Hausen concentration camp are now open to the public as a museum. The museum has works of art with prisoners, documents and artifacts documenting
life in the camp, as well as administrative buildings, from which the entire network of concentration camps was run. Editor's Note: The information on this page was collected using genuine travelers' reviews about outside Berlin. We manually choose everything we recommend and choose items using testing and feedback. Some products
are sent to us for free without an incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our objective opinions and do not agree with the compensation to review the products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Commission.
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